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GAME CHANGER & GAME CHANGER PRO SERIES

GAME CHANGER PRO SERIES

BUILT TO LAST. We’re called The Aluminum Trailer Company for good reason. Our toy haulers

Designed to Fit You!

are constructed with a fully integrated aluminum frame. Unlike most other toy haulers, there is
no wood in our construction to rot and deteriorate over time. Its six-sided “welded box” has no
fasteners to loosen over time and features a one-piece aluminum roof.
As a result, an ATC toy hauler is lighter and stronger than other conventionally built toy

Our Game Changer PRO Series toy hauler converts, conforms and configures to your activities, your toys and your
lifestyle quickly and efficiently. Open up the rear area to accommodate your motorcycles, ATVs and even a full size
vehicle. Or quickly transform that space into a large living area that you can configure with sofas, table, dinettes,
and beds. It’s entirely up to you and your plans. There’s just one thing to consider: What do you want to do today?

haulers. And because our Game Changer toy haulers are built to carry your heavy toys, we
make them easy to clean. Just hose out the interior without any concern about rot or rust.
In no time at all, you’re ready to configure the interior specifically for your next adventure.

Learn more at ATCtrailers.com

1. Bed slides up and out of the way,
lowers when needed.
2. Configurable furniture is easily and
quickly added to furniture track
system, then fold up and out of the
way to make room for vehicles.
3. Deck package turns ramp into a
patio with hinged railings that fold
up with rolling casters for storage
against interior walls.

Configure quickly, easily

4. Extruded aluminum garage floor (no
wood) with airline track tie-down system
recessed in floor for securing vehicles.
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5. Removable/movable partition wall
separates living area and garage
(available in 4528 only).
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6. Bonded, frameless windows.
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7. G oodyear ® tires on premium
aluminum wheels.
8. T
 orsion axles provide smoother
ride than spring suspension.

Spacious living area
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Game Changer PRO Series
also includes:
• Interior/exterior colors of choice.
• 12v roof vents with remote and
built-in profile rain guard.
• Two scene lights on curb side.
• Upgraded EPS wall insulation.
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• Black exterior trim package.
• Composite wall panels (no wood).
• Composite flooring in bedroom,
bathroom and hall with woven
vinyl flooring.
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Fits multiple vehicles
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• 50-amp service.
• Dimmable ceiling lights throughout.
• Residential solid surface countertops.
See all features and options at
ATCtrailers.com

Solid surface countertops

GAME CHANGER

Get Up and Go
The Game Changer gets you where you want to go with the toys you want. It offers the same high-quality, fully integrated
aluminum construction as our PRO Series model, but in predetermined configurations with permanently mounted furniture.
Details and options at ATCtrailers.com

A more economical package, Game Changer has the same

high-quality “bones” as our Game Changer PRO Series. The six-

sided aluminum box is fully welded with no fasteners, and there’s
no wood in our construction that will rot or break down over time.

It’s lighter and stronger than competitive toy haulers, it will last longer,
and will hold its resale value better than anything on the market.
Garage area fits full-size vehicle

ATCtrailers.com

Garage area converts to living area

aluminumtoyhauler@aluminumtrailer.com
574-773-2440

Other Game Changer features:
• Torsion axles for smooth ride
• Composite wall panels (no wood)
• 50-amp service
• Dimmable ceiling lights
• Solid surface countertops

Comfortable family space

• Easy clean; just hose out
• Mill finish trim
• Silver exterior
• Solid, one-piece aluminum roof
• Sturdy, low-angle ramp

Furniture folds up and away

The depictions of recreational vehicles in this brochure are for general information purposes only as to the
recreational vehicles manufactured by ATC Trailers during the current model year. Since we continually strive
to improve our products, actual products may differ and prices and specifications are subject to change without
notice. Product information, specifications, photography, and promotions in this brochure may contain some
features that are optional on your recreational vehicle. All capacities are approximate and dimensions are
nominal. Recreational vehicle availability may be limited.

